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• How to study the interaction between science and society?

• One lens offered by altmetrics (http://altmetrics.org/manifesto )
• Simple definition: ‘any metric around research products, except citations’

• Working definition: events on social and mainstream media platforms related to scholarly content or scholars […] (Haustein, Bowman, 
Costas, 2015)

Science and society

http://altmetrics.org/manifesto


What are altmetrics? “Bridging worlds”
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Science – Society

interactions

Wouters, Zahedi, Costas (2019). https://arxiv.org/abs/1806.10541

https://arxiv.org/abs/1806.10541


Science landscape (Web of Science)
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Science landscape (patent citations)
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Science landscape (industry collaborations)
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Science landscape (policy mentions)
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Science landscape (news mentions)
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Science landscape (twitter mentions)
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Altmetrics in COVID19 literature
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Colavizza, G., et al. (2021). 

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0244839



Main observations:

• Weak positive 
correlations with 
citations (except MR)

• Strong correlations 
among social media 
platforms (TW, FB, NS, 
BL, RD)

• Overall, 2 dimensions of 
indicators:

• CT & MR – academic 
impact

• TW (& social media 
metrics) – social media 
impact

Do they correlate?
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Fang, Z., Costas, R., Tian, W. et al. (2020) 
https://doi.org/10.1007/s11192-020-03564-9



What else? The funny things...
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Thematic landscape Average number of DOI in references

Natural
Sciences

Use of science in Wikipedia

14Arroyo-Machado, W., Torres-Salinas, D., & Costas, R. (2022). 

https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.696746



Thematic landscape Average number of ISBN in references
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Use of science in Wikipedia

15Arroyo-Machado, W., Torres-Salinas, D., & Costas, R. (2022). 

https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.696746



Science in Twitter debate on COVID19

16Durazzi, F., et al. (2021) https://doi.org/10.1038/s41598-

021-99301-0



Towards the full picture
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Example
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• How are scientific publications used in societal debates and how does their usage differ 
across "sides" in societal debates?

• Do scientific publications contribute to social media “echo chambers”?

• Are different "sides" of a societal debate also reflected in debates in the scientific
literature?

• Do scientists engage in societal debates, and what role do their publications play?

• Does the scientific literature play a role in exacerbating societal polarisation, or does it
diminish it?

• Does opening up the scientific literature risk easier misuse of scientific evidence, and
thereby increase societal polarisation? Or does it lead to an open common base of 
evidence, thereby converging different sides of a debate?

• Is there a “medialisation” of science, in which scientific facts are misinterpreted or 
exaggerated to attract media attention

Possible research questions
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Thank you!
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Suggestions, comments or questions?


